From the “Ayers Above”

Northfield Track Announcer Ayers Ratliff’s free handicapping tips are provided with every Northfield live program purchased! Due to our draw schedule, picks are made in advance and do not account for scratches or late driver changes.

TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 10

Race 1: 1- Ulf Hanover – Draws the rail upon dropping in class and looks to start the Daily Double. 2- Impressive Chief – Another class dropper that looks to have a big shot in here. 3- Stardust Memories – Yet another receiving class relief that is worthy of some consideration. 4- Tarot – Could be in the thick of the action upon coming to Northfield.

Race 2: 3- Eternal Quest – Was a winner two starts back and could roll again tonight to start the Pick 5. 6- Mesmerized – Drops in class and has the ability to be prominently placed on this ticket. 5- Mel Rose Dunn – Another class dropper that looks to be a significant player in here.

Race 3: 2- Dance Life Well – Has two wins in a row and looks to keep the streak alive. 1- Blue Spanx – Finished second last time out and looks to be a solid contender again from the rail. 6- Copper Coast – Made the ticket last time out and looks to be right there again tonight. 4- Danish du Jour – Should not be overlooked as a potential contender in here.

Race 4: 3- Ogradys First Man – Drops in class and looks to go the distance tonight. 6- Great American – Could do well in here at decent odds. 9- Swiss Bank Hanover – Could make the ticket from the second tier. 1- Giuseppe Mollusca – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 5: 1- Pray The Rosary – Draws the rail and looks to prevail upon coming to Northfield. 7- Valendougha – Looks to be tough in here despite starting from the far outside. 5- Western Drive – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 6- Shark In The Bay – Could add some value to the exotics.

Race 6: 1- Neednorestrictions – Draws the rail and could trot home a winner upon traveling to the Flying Turns. 4- Queens Lonely Earl – Has the ability to be prominently placed on this ticket. 7- Here’s The Magic – Could add value to this ticket. 8- Iron – Looks to be in the thick of the action despite starting from the far outside.

Race 7: 1- Siestashark – Draws the inside advantage and could use that advantage to be successful tonight to start the Pick 4. 4- Catch Me Conrad – Could do well in here at decent odds. 7- Just A Wrangler – Could make this ticket despite starting from the far outside.

Race 8: 5- New Evidence – Could pace home a winner upon coming to Northfield. 6- Sippin On Suds – Could do well in here with the right trip. 3- Rocks And Things – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 1- Mechanical Art – Could grab a piece of the action from the rail.

Race 9: 6- Dontknowgeefromhaw – Was a beaten favorite last time out; could prevail for his backers this time around to begin the 20¢ Northfield Single Six. 1- Jojo’s Amadeus – Was a winner last time out and looks to be a solid player again tonight. 7- R Es JJ – Could make the ticket despite starting from the far outside.

Race 10: 7- Miss Jubilee Hill – Should be fresh off a short break and returns to trotting hopples. 9- Martz Creek Liby – Another that looks to have a big shot in here. 1- Zolena – Could make this ticket from the rail. 3- Carolina Jacob – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 11: 1- Causway – Draws the rail upon dropping in class and looks to pace home a winner. 4- Mcclassic – Looks to be a solid player in here with the right trip. 5- Nabber Again – Could add some value to this ticket. 7- Beat Of NY – Could add further value to the exotics.

Race 12: 1- Youda Shark – Was a beaten favorite last time out; looks to prevail for his backers this time around. 5- Rockin Rusty – Drops in class and should be a major player in here. 3- The Kop – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 6- Ride Captain Ride - Looks to be in the thick of the action.

Race 13: 5- Ohio Prince – Made the ticket in all three of his most recent races; could step-up and lead the ticket this time around. 1- Russell The Terror- Won his most recent race and looks to be a major player again tonight. 7- Janaid – Could make the ticket upon coming to Northfield. 8- Babezgorgeous – Looks to be in the thick of the action despite starting from the far outside. 2- Bilbo Bobbins – Could garner a minor share of this 20¢ Super High Five.

Race 14: 4- Western Captive – Just missed last time out; could score tonight to lead off the Late Double. 3- Ucan Wait And See – Was a winner last time out and looks to do well again tonight. 7- Fraternity – Could add value to the ticket. 8- Red Dog Ryan – Another “outsider” that could be a factor in here.

Race 15: 4- Shytown Shadow – Could be the one that captures tonight’s finale. 8- Caviart Cooper – Could do well in here despite starting from the far outside. 1- Redwoods Hanover – Should be a factor in here from the rail. 3- Saint Peter – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.